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Wikgren, “The Scheide Gospel Lectionary” (M.A.
thesis, University of Chicago, 1929).
Citations: J. C. Anderson, “Tiles, Books and the
‘Church Like a Bride Adorned with Pearls and
Gold,’ ” in Gerstel and Lauffenburger, pp. 139 note
37, 140 note 75; Crisci, “La maiuscola ogivale,” pp.
120, 122; Džurova, Miniatura, p. 66; Gregory, Handschriften, p. 158 no. 1231 (cited as Serres, Prodromos); Gregory, Textkritik, p. 1270 no. 1231 (cited as
Serres, Prodromos); A. Guillou, Les archives de SaintJean-Prodrome sur le Mont Ménécée (Paris, 1955), p.
189 (cited as Titusville); Katsaros, Provd romo~, pp.
223, 227 (cited as Pennsylvania, Titusville); V. Katsaros, review of Papazoglou, Biblioqhvkh, in ÔIstorikogewgrafikav 5 (1995), pp. 200–201 note 29, 209 note

79 (cited as Titusville); P. Maas, review of Baer 1920–
21, in Byzantinisch-Neugriechische Jahrbücher 2
(1921), p. 219; B. M. Metzger, The Saturday and Sunday Lessons from Luke in the Greek Gospel Lectionary, Studies in the Lectionary Text of the Greek
New Testament 2.3 (Chicago, 1944), p. 6; Papazoglou, Biblioqhvkh, pp. 62, 64, 65 (cited as Titusville);
Perria, “Rapporto preliminare,” p. 26; M. W. Redus,
The Text of the Major Festivals of the Menologion in
the Greek Gospel Lectionary, Studies in the Lectionary Text of the Greek New Testament 2.2 (Chicago, 1936), p. 8; Richard and Olivier, Répertoire, pp.
678, 679; T. C. Skeat, review of Clark, Catalogue, in
Journal of Hellenic Studies 59 (1939), p. 179; Sophianos and Galavaris, vol. 1, p. 133; Weitzmann, Addenda, pp. 9, 92, fig. 684.

SCHEIDE M 70
Gospels
11th Century
Figures 226–238
CONTENTS

6. Fol. 11r: Euja ggevlion eij~ diafovrou~ aJg ivou~, eij~ ejg-

listw`n sumfwniva~: eujsevbio~ karpianw`. Eujsevbio~
karpianw` ajgaphtw` ajd elfw` caivrein∑ ajmmwvn io~ me;n oJ
ajl exandreu;~ pollh;n wJ~ eijkw;~ th;n filoponivan. Euse-

kaivn ia naou`, eij~ sch`ma monacw`n, eij~ mnhv mhn fovbou,
eij~ koimhqevnta~, eij~ ajs qenou`nta~, eij~ ajswmavt ou~, eij~
profhvt a~, eij~ e{n a mavrtura, eij~ iJeravrca~, eij~ iJeromavrtura~, eij~ gunai`ka mavrtura, eij~ koimhqevnta~, eij~
ajs qenou`nta~. Readings for various occasions (refer-

bios of Caesarea, Letter to Karpianos. PG 22:1276–
1277; Nestle-Aland, pp. 73*–74* (CPG 3465).

ences only, written by a later hand; see script). Fol.
11v is blank.

2. Fols. 2r–3v: Kosma` ijndikopleuvs tou. “Elqwmen loipo;n kai; ejp i; tou;~ euja ggelistav~. Kosmas Indikopleustes, Prologue to the Gospel of Matthew. Von Soden, vol. 1.1, pp. 316–318; Wolska-Conus, vol. 2, pp.
287–293 (bk. 5, chaps. 189–195); BHG 1228a (CPG
7468).

7. Fols. 12r (Fig. 236) –57r: Euja ggevlion kata; matqai`on.
Bivblo~ genevsew~ ijhsou` cristou`. Gospel of Matthew.

1. Fols. 1r–2r: ÔUpovq esi~ kanovnwn th`~ tw`n euja gge-

3. Fols. 3v–4v: Kefavlaia tou` kata; matqai`on euja ggelivou. a. Peri; tw`n mavgwn (a– xh). List of chapter
titles for the Gospel of Matthew. Von Soden, vol. 1.1,
pp. 405–407.
4. Fol. 4v: ΔEpivgramma eij~ to;n a{g ion matqai`on. ÔO pri;n
telwvnh~ kai; scolavzwn toi`~ fovroi~. Verses for Matthew. Kominis, “ΔEpigravmmata,” p. 264 no. 4; Vassis,

Nestle-Aland, pp. 1–87.
In the upper margin: Kuriakh; pro; th`~ cristou` genhvsew~ tw`n aJg ivwn patevrwn. At the end of the gospel:

euja ggevlion kata; matqai`on stivcoi Àbc: ejxedovqh de; uJpΔ
aujt ou` tou`t o: meta; crovnou~ oJktw` th`~ tou` kurivou ajn alhvyew~.
8. Fol. 57r: ΔEpivgramma eij~ to;n a{g ion mavrkon. Pevt rou
muhqei`~ toi`~ ajporrhvt oi~ lovgoi~. Verses for Mark. Von
Soden, vol. 1.1, p. 379 no. 10; Kominis, “ΔEpigravmmata,” p. 268 no. 7; Vassis, p. 615.

p. 541. Fol. 5r is blank.

9. Fol. 57r–57v: Kosma` ijndikopleuvs tou. Ou\t o~ oJ deuvtero~ pevt rou: ejn rJwvmh ejnteilavm eno~ aujt w`. Kosmas

5. Fols. 5v–10r (Figs. 226–235): Canon tables (a– i).
Cf. PG 22:1277–1292; Nestle-Aland, pp. 74*–78*. Fol.
10v is blank.

Indikopleustes, Prologue to the Gospel of Mark. Von
Soden, vol. 1.1, pp. 318–319; Wolska-Conus, vol. 2,
pp. 295–297 (bk. 5, chaps. 196–197); BHG 1038a
(CPG 7468).
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10. Fols. 57v–58v: Kefavlaia tou` kata; mavrkon euja ggelivou. a. Peri; tou` daimonizomevnou (a– mh). List of
chapter titles for the Gospel of Mark. Von Soden, vol.
1.1, pp. 407–409. Tables for the readings for the twelfth
to sixteenth weeks. A later hand has written in red
ink: ajrch; tou` kata; mavrkou tw`n aJg ivwn euja ggelivwn.
11. Fols. 59r (Fig. 237) –89r: Euja ggevlion kata; mavrkon.
ΔArch; tou` euja ggelivou ijhsou` cristou`. Gospel of Mark.
Nestle-Aland, pp. 88–149. At the end: euja ggevlion
kata; mavrkonÚ— stivcoi Àac.
12. Fol. 89r: ΔEpivgramma eij~ to;n a{g ion louka`n to;n

euja ggelisthvn. Trivt o~ de; oJ louka`~ rJhtoreuvei meizovnw~. <Niketas David Paphlagon>, verses for Luke.
Von Soden, vol. 1.1, p. 379 no. 11; Kominis, “ΔEpigravmmata,” p. 271 no. 4; Vassis, p. 806.
13. Fols. 89r–90r: Kosma` ijndikopleuvs tou. Ou|t o~ oJ
louka;~ oJ trivt o~ tw`n euja ggelistw`n. Kosmas Indikopleustes, Prologue to the Gospel of Luke. Von Soden,
vol. 1.1, p. 319; Wolska-Conus, vol. 2, pp. 299–301
(bk. 5, chaps. 198–200); BHG 991a (CPG 7468).
14. Fols. 90v–92r: Kefavlaia tou` kata; laka;n [sic] eujaggelivou. a. Peri; th`~ ajpografh`~ (a– pg). List of
chapter titles for the Gospel of Luke. Von Soden, vol.
1.1, pp. 409–411.
On fols. 92r–v, a later hand has written, in red ink,
tables for the readings for Sundays in the Gospels of
Luke (fol. 92r) and Mark (fol. 92v): Euja ggevlia twn tou

katav louka`nÚ ajrcovm ena ajpo; to;n mhvn a to;n septevmbrion ajpo; th`~ ajrch`~ th`~ ijndivktou∑ euja ggevlia tw` deutevrw tw` u{fei. Euja ggevlia ejk tou` katav mavrkon.
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18. Fol. 146r: Kefavlaia kata; ijw avnnhn euja ggelivou. a.
Peri; tou` ejn kana; gavmou (a– ih). List of chapter titles
for the Gospel of John. Von Soden, vol. 1.1, p. 411.
Fol. 146v is blank.
19. Fols. 147r–185v: Euja ggevlion kata; ijw avnnhn. ΔEn
ajrch` h\n oJ lovgo~: kai; oJ lovgo~ h\n pro;~ to;n qeo;n. Gospel
of John. Nestle-Aland, pp. 247–319. At the end: Euj-

aggevlion kata; ijw avnnhn: stivcoi Àbt. To; kata; ijw avnnhn
euja ggevlion: ejxedovqh meta; crovnou~ lb: th`~ tou` cristou` ajn alhvyew~.
Scholia in margins. First scholion, fol. 147r, upper
margin: to;n d[. .] pote qeo;n ga;r qeo;n ei\p en: oujk ejmfaivnetai to; [. .] deixh~ o{t i oujc h|tton oJ qeo;~ ou|to~
. . . boulovm enoi to; pneu`ma to; a{g ion ktivs ma levgein; fol.
147v, upper margin: tiv ejs ti to; ejskhvnwsen ejn hJ mi`n:
toutevs tin oJ qeo;~ lovgo~ ejsarkwvqh (cf. Cramer, Catenae, vol. 1, p. 14 [II, 187.6–35]); fol. 148r: tivno~ e{neken

fhsi; tau`t a ejn bhqaniva ejgevneto: i{n a th;n parrhsivan
deivxh (cf. Cramer, Catenae, vol. 1, p. 27 [II, 190.31–
191.6]); last scholion, fol. 184r: oujk a]n dev ti~ aJmavrtoi
kai; to; eijlhfevn ai aujt ou;~ levgei ejxousivan tina kai;
cavrin pneuvmato~ oujc w{s te nekrou;~ ejgeivrein ajllΔ w{s te
ajfievn ai aJmarthv mata: — pw`~ de; pavntwn sunhgmevnwn oJ
qwma`~ ajp elimpavneto: eijko;~ h\n ajpo; th`~ diaspora`~ th`~
genomevnh~ mhdevpw aujto;n ejpanelqei`n, and ejgevneto
qn<h>th` ceiri;, ajlla; mh; qorubhqw`m en: sugkatabavsew~ ga;r h\n to; ginovm enon.
20. Fol. 186r: Multiplication table in six columns:
ie–kı by kq (the third column contains the results)
and m–ne by kq (the sixth column contains the results).
21. Fols. 186r–191v: ΔArcoteliva i tou` euja ggelivou ajr-

15. Fols. 93r–144v: Euja ggevlion kata; loukavn. ΔEpeidhvper polloi; ejp eceivrhsan ajn atavxasqai dihvghsin. Gospel of Luke. Nestle-Aland, pp. 150–246.
In the upper margin of fol. 93r, by a later hand: eij~
to; gennevs ion tou` prodrovmou. At the end: euja ggevlion

kata louka`nÚ stivcoi Àbw. ejxedovqh de; tou`t o meta; crovnou~ ie th`~ cristou` ajn alhvyew~.
16. Fol. 144v: ΔEpivgramma eij~ to;n a{g ion ijw avnnhn to;n

euja ggelisth;n kai; qeolovgon. Bronth`~ to;n uiJon; , tiv~ brotw`n mh; qaumavsh. Verses for John. Von Soden, vol. 1.1,
p. 379 no. 12; Kominis, “ΔEpigravmmata,” p. 274 no. 5;
Vassis, p. 111.
17. Fols. 144v–145v: Kosma` ijndikopleuvs tou. Ou|t o~ oJ
qeolovgo~ ijw avnnh~ oJ e[xarco~ tw`n euja ggelistw`n. Kosmas Indikopleustes, Prologue to the Gospel of John.
Von Soden, vol. 1.1, p. 320; Wolska-Conus, vol. 2, pp.
303–305 (bk. 5, chaps. 202–204); BHG 919c (CPG
7468).

covm enai ajpo; to; a{g ion pavsca kai; mevcri sumplh rwvsew~ tou` crovnou. Kuriakh; a tou` pavsca kata; ijw avnnhn: ejn ajrch` h\n oJ lovgo~. Lectionary tables (incipits
and explicits) for the readings for the whole year beginning with Easter (Gregory, Textkritik, pp. 365–
374, 380, 383–384).
In the upper margin of fol. 189v, note on the readings from the Gospel of Luke: Devon gnw`n ai wJ~ ajpo;

ajrch`~ ijndivktou a[rcetai to; kata; louka`n euja ggelion∑
ajpo; th` kuriakh` meta; th;n u{ywsin.
22. Fols. 191v–192v: ΔAnagnwvs mata tw`n despotikw`n

eJortw`n kai; tw`n ejgkrivt wn patevrwn: ajpo; mhno;~ ijounivou
kai; eJxh`~ e{w~ tou` aujt ou` mhno;~ tou` o{lou kuvklou. Mhni;
ijounivw kq kata; matqai`on kefavlaion rxı. Readings
for the Christological feasts and the principal fathers
of the Eastern Church (begins on 29 June; July is
missing). The collection ends incomplete with the
reading for the second Sunday between the feasts of
the Nativity and the Baptism of Christ; the text ends
mutilated: th` b kuriakh` h] sumbh` metaxu; tw`n duvo
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eJortw`n: kata; mavrkon kef. a. ajrch; tou` euja ggelivou ijhsou` cristou` kaqw;~ gevgraptaiÚ tevlo~ baptivsei uJma`~
ejn pneuvmati aJg ivw.
June (fol. 191v): 29 only date and reference; 30 the
apostles Peter and Paul, Andrew and his companions;
24 the birth of John the Baptist.
August (fols. 191v–192r): 6 the Transfiguration of
Christ; 15 the death of the Virgin; 29 the beheading
of John the Baptist.
September (fol. 192r): 1 <reading by the patriarch>
in the Forum <to commemorate the great fire>; 8 the
birth of the Virgin; 14 Elevation of the Cross; Sunday
before the Elevation <of the Cross>; 16 Euphemia; 24
Thekla; 26 the death (metastasis) of John the Theologian.
October (fol. 192r): 3 Dionysios the Areopagite; 6
the apostle Thomas; 23 <the apostle> James, brother
of the Lord.
November (fol. 192r–v): 1 the anargyroi Kosmas
and Damian; (without date) Gregory the Wonderworker; 13 John Chrysostom; 15 <the apostle> James,
brother of <John> the Theologian; 16 the apostle
<and evangelist> Matthew; 19 Proklos; 25 Clement
<of Rome>, Peter <of Alexandria>; 30 the apostle Andrew.
December (fol. 192v): 6 Nicholas <of Myra>; 13
Eustratios; 22 Anastasia; Sunday before the Nativity,
of the <Fore>fathers; 24 eve of the Nativity; 25 the
Nativity; Sunday after the Nativity; 27 Stephen the
Protomartyr.
January (fol. 192v): 1 Circumcision of Christ, Basil
<of Caesarea>; Sunday after the two feasts.

M A T E R I A L A N D L AY O U T

Parchment, 192 (116a) folios; 22.2  17.5 cm (15.5
 11.0/11.5 cm); 27 long lines per page. Hardpoint
ruling, with pattern identical to Leroy and Sautel
56C1f. Parchment of good quality. Fol. 11 is Western
paper, possibly dating from the 15th century but
without watermark. Modern parchment flyleaves at
the front and back. Modern foliation in pencil in the
upper right corner of all folios except fols. 1, 2 and
11, which are in ink.

C O L L AT I O N

I. 14, 26+1; II. 1–218, 228-1 238-1. The first two quires do
not have quire marks. Fol. 11 is tipped onto fol. 10v.
The first counted quire begins with fol. 12. In the
twenty-first quire (fols. 171r–178v), fols. 171 and 172
are in reverse order: fol. 171 is now the first folio of
this quire, and the quire mark was written on fol.
172r. The original second folio seems to have been

removed by the scribe and replaced with another one.
The eighth folio of the twenty-second quire (fols.
179r–185v) is missing with no loss of text, and the
first folio of the last quire (fols. 186r–192v) is missing
with loss of text.
The quire marks are written in brown minuscule
script by the principal scribe in the lower left corner
of the first recto from fol. 20r (b) to fol. 172r (ka),
and, possibly by a later hand (responsible for corrections to the text generally), in brown ink in the middle of the lower margin of the final versos from fol.
19v (a) to fol. 178v (ka) and occasionally at the beginning of the manuscript in the middle lower margin of the rectos (from a on fol. 12r to d on fol. 36r).

SCRIPT

Perlschrift. Written in very dark brown (in places almost black) ink by a single scribe, who wrote the
titles of the text in gold epigraphic majuscules, and
the lists of the chapter titles, verses, lectionary tables, chapter numbers, and chapter titles in the upper
and lower margins in gold alexandrinischer Auszeichnungsmaiuskel. The scribe occasionally forgot
words or parts of words, which were added by a later
hand. A very fine minuscule hand of the 12th century added lists for the weekly readings, marginal
scholia to the Gospel of John, some ajrchv and tevlo~
marks in the text, and some textual corrections and
additions in red ink. The scribe responsible for fol.
11r (15th cent.) added in the margins in light brown,
dark brown, and red ink several liturgical references
for the fixed and moveable feasts, several ajrchv and
tevlo~ marks, the first words of readings, ekphonetic
notation (mostly at the beginning and end of the
readings), quire marks, and occasional corrections in
the text.

D E C O R AT I O N

This manuscript is remarkable for its ten canon
tables adorned with large rectangles of ornament
painted in the flower-petal style (Blütenblattstil) and
topped by various pairs of birds flanking a vase (Figs.
226–235). The capitals of the central supporting columns include bird and animal protomes (golden eagles, peacocks, red-crested birds, griffins, and rams),
and the central column is doubled and also divided
horizontally into two registers, each with a capital.
Golden crowns studded with gems hang on chains
from the epistyles. The manuscript has illuminated
headpieces and strips as well, but no evangelist portraits, and there is no indication that any were ever
intended.
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The hanging crowns found in Scheide M 70 also
appear in a Gospel book in the Iveron monastery on
Mount Athos (Iveron MS. 2: Pelekanides, Treasures,
vol. 2, figs. 7–10) and in the canon tables in Princeton
University Library, Garrett MS. 2, and in several
other manuscripts. F. D’Aiuto (in Vatican City 2000,
below) has associated Scheide M 70 with Vatican Library, MS. Vat. gr. 358 (ibid., no. 53), and Mount
Athos, MS. Dionysiou 588m (Pelekanides, Treasures,
vol. 1, figs. 278–289), both thought to be Constantinopolitan works of the 11th century, and he has suggested that the same artist executed the canon tables
in these three manuscripts as well as those in Iveron
MS. 2. The ornamental repertory in Scheide M 70 is
indeed very close to these others (especially to Iveron
MS. 2 for the creatures in the capitals), although the
fleshy acanthus leaves typical of D’Aiuto’s group and
of Garrett MS. 2 are absent. There is also a certain
lack of precision in the execution of the ornament
here that may betray a slightly later date.

crown is suspended on three chains attached to an
upper ring, which in turn hangs from a ring attached
to the epistyle. The crowns are gold, decorated with
pearls in groups of four on each side of a central red
stone; from each crown hangs a small gold Greek
cross.
Supporting the epistyle are three columns with
elaborate capitals and bases. The two outer columns
have Corinthian-type capitals under a narrow blue
impost. The shafts are dark green, spotted to imitate
porphyry. The base is angular, consisting of two narrowing tiers of blue above a green plinth. The capital
of the central column has a pair of tan eagles back to
back; the column shaft is double and is broken in the
middle by a second Corinthian capital. The upper
shafts are purple, the lower dark green. Connecting
the three columns is a baseline of blue. The colors
used are three shades of blue, three shades of green,
purple, deep rose, pink, red, tan, dusky brown, black,
white, and gold.

Fol. 1r: Strip for the beginning of Eusebios’s Letter to
Karpianos (0.6  11.0 cm). A wide blue line is framed
by a narrow pale red border. Both the blue and the red
are themselves framed by gold. The red border has a
design of short white lines interrupted by white dots.

Fol. 6r (Fig. 227): Canon table 2 (15.1 [max. 17.5] 
15.5 cm). The design of this canon table repeats that
of the one on fol. 5v opposite, with a couple of exceptions. The epistyle and baselines are painted the
same colors as before but are differently decorated;
the crowns have prependulia hanging to the sides of
the cross. The outer columns are now purple. There
are occasional color reversals in the various vegetal
designs.

Fol. 5v (Fig. 226): Canon table 1 (15.1 [max. 17.2] 
15.6 cm). The design consists of a large arch inscribed
into a rectangle, resting on three columns. Within
the arch are two diagonally placed oval fields meeting at the top of the headpiece. Each oval is filled
with ten blue scroll roundels, which diminish in size
as they reach the tips of the ovals. The four larger
roundels in each oval are filled with curled leaflets
converging at a red center; the smaller roundels with
a similar design. Between the two ovals is a triangular field containing a roundel with two palmettes in
smaller roundels, plus two freestanding ones, all connected by blue stems.
Below are two small dark green arches containing
the title of the canon table written in gold, as are the
chapter numbers listed below. The spandrels of the
main arch are each filled with palmettes in roundels
and with a broad cluster of leaves reaching into the
upper corners. Stout palmettes, each with a fine
curled deep rose peak, are attached to the upper corners of the rectangle and the epistyle. At the top of
the canon table is a heart-shaped vase of dark green
marble resting on a triangular base, with gold handles and blue water visible above its triangular deep
rose neck. Flanking the vase are two partridges,
heads slightly raised.
The rectangle of ornament rests on a narrow deep
rose epistyle; two trees grow up from the edges of the
epistyle, and two crowns hang from its far ends. Each

Fol. 6v (Fig. 228): Canon table 3 (15.1 [max. 17.5] 
15.2 cm). The principle of design is the same as that
of fol. 5v, with certain exceptions. The rectangle of
ornament now encloses a sharply pointed gable. The
gable in turn encloses a series of palmettes, wavy
ones inside roundels alternating with curled ones.
The palmette at the apex of this arch has but one leaf,
which falls dramatically over to one side, forming a
sort of umbrella over the rest of the leaves. In the
field below are four roundels enclosing palmettes.
The area above the arch contains in each corner a design of five roundels, three large and two small, all
containing palmettes. The larger roundels are in fact
open and consist of a series of concentric blue, green,
and rose coiled stems that burst out into little nodules, buds, and leaflets, as well as larger trefoil leaves.
Above the rectangle of ornament is a basin of dusky
brown marble, filled with blue water, on a triangular
base. Flanking it are two pheasants (?): birds with long
tails, spotted green bodies, purple wings, light blue
necks, and red crests. They have short sharp beaks.
The right-hand bird looks back to the right.
The capital of the central column is composed of
two peacocks with crests. Between the two birds is a
purple triangular area with blue flecks that look like
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the eyes on a peacock’s tail, although the area is not
connected to either bird. The outer columns are dark
brown marble with green capitals; the upper of the
two paired shafts of the central column is light
brown and the lower dark green, and the base of this
column is brown on a blue plinth.
The final references of canon table a occupy the
upper half of the spaces between the columns, and
the beginning references of canon table b the lower
half of the page, an unusual arrangement.
Fol. 7r (Fig. 229): Canon table 4 (15.4 [max. 17.5] 
15.6 cm). The design is essentially that of fol. 5v,
with the exceptions noted for fol. 6v. All the palmettes have double red lines on them, which are absent on the page opposite; the epistyle and base return to the pattern used for the baseline of fol. 5v.
Fol. 7v (Fig. 230): Canon table 5 (15.4 [max. 18.0] 
15.8 cm). The principle of design is the same as that
of fol. 5v, but with many exceptions. The rectangle of
ornament has here been further subdivided: there is a
wide border on three sides of the rectangle, framing
an inner rectangle that in turn encloses a gable form
like that on fols. 6v and 7r, now on a smaller scale.
The wide border has a series of connected doublecoiled roundels; the stems, which are sprouting buds
all along, start green and end up blue. The spandrels
of the inner rectangle contain six roundels each,
arranged four and two, with some smaller palmettes,
trefoils, and deep rose leaves attached to them.
The gable form contains a sequence of squarish
palmettes on their sides, looking like a row of butterflies; at the top of each is a pink flower with deep
rose veins. At the apex of the arch is a four-sided blue
leaf. The field under the arch is occupied by a pair of
palmettes in roundels and by leaflets poking into the
corners of the field. The arches for the title of the
canon table are deep rose and, though decorated similarly, are considerably smaller than those on the previous folios.
Above the canon table is a footed vase with a dark
brown body shaped like an hourglass on its side, a triangular mouth filled with blue water, and gold handles. Flanking the vase are two male peacocks having
deep blue bodies and long feathery golden tails with
blue “eyes.” The right-hand peacock looks back to
the right. The birds in the central capital may be
cocks, as they have floppy red crests and wattles,
though in shape they resemble doves. They are light
blue and have long white legs. The light brown leafy
tops of the other capitals flop over in an especially elegant fashion. The column bases are somewhat more
globular than those on the previous folios. The page
has been cropped at the top, cutting into the crest of
the peacock on the left.

Fol. 8r (Fig. 231): Canon table 6 (15.3 [max. 18.1] 
15.2 cm). The design is essentially that of fol. 5v,
with the exceptions noted for fol. 7v. The outer columns are tan. The first entries of canon table e are
placed under small gold arches at the end of the list.
Fol. 8v (Fig. 232): Canon table 7 (15.4 [max. 17.4] 
15.6 cm). The design is essentially that of fol. 5v,
with various exceptions. Inside the rectangle of ornament is inscribed a wide rounded arch. Within the
arch is a series of unconnected roundels, each
roundel divided into four fields by four stems placed
in the form of a cross, with their interstices filled by
small buds. The area encompassed by the arch is subdivided by the two arches over the titles of the canon
tables on this page; these arches are quite wide and
fill up the whole width of the arch. In the field above,
under the inscribed arch, is a single large roundel enclosing four smaller ones, each with a palmette; there
are curled deep rose leaflets between the roundels.
The rest of the area contains a pair of larger palmettes in roundels, which sprout leaves pointing out
into the corners. In each spandrel between the inscribed arch and the outer rectangle there is a single
roundel containing two smaller ones with palmettes
inside, and two rounded trefoil leaves, all connected
by stems with pink flowers in their corners. The rest
of the corner areas is filled with two pairs of smaller
roundels adjacent to the central one, sprouting leaves
pointing into the corners.
Above the ornament is a dark brown cross-shaped
water basin on a triangular blue base. It is flanked by
a pair of ducks with broad flat tan beaks, short tan
legs, and webbed feet. Their short necks are dark
blue, their bodies and short tail feathers brown, their
wing feathers reddish brown with little spurs rising
from one end. The epistyle and base are dark green
with pink and green decoration. The hanging crowns
have prependulia, as do those on folio 6r.
The central capital consists of two tan griffins,
badly flaked. They can be reconstructed on the basis
of the griffins on fol. 9r. The outer columns have fourtiered capitals and dark green shafts painted with
multiple smears to resemble veining. Their rounded,
two-tier bases are light purple on blue plinths. The
paired shafts of the central columns are blue with a
dark blue zigzag design above, and tan below; the base
is light purple with a green plinth.
Fol. 9r (Fig. 233): Canon table 8 (15.4 [max. 17.2] 
15.7 cm). The design is essentially that of fol. 5v,
with the exceptions noted for fol. 8v. The ducks have
been erased, but the basin remains. The flowers in
the right-hand arch over the title of the canon table
face right, not left. The epistyle and base have heartshaped decoration, like that on fol. 6r–v, on a blue
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ground. The crowns lack prependulia. The griffins
forming the central capital crouch on their haunches,
their wings rising to join with the volutes of the capital. The outer shafts are light blue and streaked with
rose; their bases are green on a blue plinth. The
shafts of the central column are brown above and below; the base is pink, on a green plinth. The entries
for canon table h are placed under gold arches at the
end of the list within the columns of text.
Fol. 9v (Fig. 234): Canon table 9 (15.3 [max. 18.0] 
15.5 cm). The design is closest to that on fols. 7v–8r:
a gable inscribed into the rectangle of ornament. The
outer frame here is narrow and adorned with rows of
squarish “butterfly” palmettes facing upward along
the sides and to the right across the top. The same
palmettes on a smaller scale fill the inscribed pyramidal arch. In the field below the arch is a doublecoiled roundel enclosing a palmette. This and the
roundels in the field outside the arch pop with buds,
and their stems change virtually invisibly from blue
to green; the buds echo the color of the stems.
Atop the ornament is a very rounded goblet-shaped
brown basin. Flanking it are two guinea fowl with
dark brown spotted bodies, a tiny area of light blue
under their wing feathers, virtually no tails, short
black legs, and possibly blue wattles. The epistyle is
decorated with the heart-shaped designs found on fol.
6r and others, but the left end has a different, dentil,
design, as though the artist had started one way and
then changed his mind. The central capital consists
of a pair of tan ram protomes, their forelegs raised up
close under their chins. Their rounded horns form a
sort of volute, although there is a second pair of volutes above them. The opening entries of canon tables q and i are placed under gold arches.
Fol. 10r (Fig. 235): Canon table 10 (15.4 [max. 17.4] 
15.9 cm). The design is essentially that of fol. 9v,
with some exceptions. The corner palmettes do not
hug the frame as they do on the other pages, especially fol. 9v. The birds are cranes or wading birds
with long red legs, purple bodies spotted with gray,
black wing feathers, short raised tails, long pointed
red beaks, and red crests. The epistyle (blue) and base
(dark green) are ornamented with the pattern used for
fol. 5v, highlighted in the epistyle by triads of white
dots. The outer columns are both pale blue with purple graining. The ram protomes of the central column are almost entirely flaked; the lower half of the
column is painted dark green.
Fol. 12r (Fig. 236): Headpiece for the beginning of the
Gospel of Matthew (5.9 [max. 7.3]  13.7 cm). The
headpiece is a rectangle enclosing the title for the
Gospel of Matthew written in gold majuscules with-
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in a smaller rectangle. The design consists of a series
of upright palmettes in roundels (three on top and
bottom, two on each side) painted green, blue, and
deep rose, with some red. The roundels are separated
by small coils containing small palmettes, two on
each side of each roundel, plus a central pair of freestanding palmettes placed on top of each other in the
area between the coils.
Marking the various junction points in the tendril
coils are little red rings, and there are trefoil pink
blossoms at the junction of the pairs of coils, as well
as tiny buds at various other junctions. There are
broad pairs of blue waving leaves in the four corners,
with smaller leaflets pointing into the corners. The
palmettes at the outer corners are attached to the
frame by a base that looks like two lunate sigmas
back to back. The inner and outer rectangles are both
bordered by red lines painted with a white wave design, except on the baseline, which has a dot-anddash design.
The letter B (4.0 cm) is painted in green, blue, red,
and deep rose, with red rings around various tendrils.
Fol. 59r (Fig. 237): Headpiece for the beginning of the
Gospel of Mark (5.9 [max. 6.8]  12.6 cm). The rectangle of ornament encloses a smaller rectangle,
which contains the gospel’s title in gold majuscules.
The design consists of a row of connected roundels,
each enclosing an upright palmette. The five roundels on top and bottom are connected by stiff diagonal stems. The roundels alternate in sprouting a pair
of blue leaves from their upper part or green ones
from their lower part. The two roundels on each side
are connected by a single wavy stem and flank a freestanding palmette placed on its side; this palmette
has one sharper pointed leaf pointing up. In each of
the four corners of the rectangle is a smaller roundel
containing an eight-pointed rosette.
The roundels and the stems are sometimes connected by little red rings; there are various pink flowers and buds attached to the palmettes and stems.
The rectangles are bordered by dark rose lines covered with a white wave design. The lower baseline
extends out to the left only as a short spur, as the initial A projects up alongside the headpiece in the left
margin of the page. The upper outside corner palmettes are very rounded.
The initial A (4.4 cm) tilts slightly to the left and
has a large blue leaf at its crest.
Fol. 90v: Strip for the chapter titles of the Gospel of
Luke (1.2  11.4 cm). The strip is divided into two
parts by a horizontal gold band. The area above the
band is painted green, while that below is blue. The
design is essentially an egg-and-dart motif, mostly in
white.
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Fol. 93r: Headpiece for the beginning of the Gospel of
Luke (5.0 [max. 6.2]  12.6 cm). The rectangle of ornament encloses a smaller rectangle that contains
the title for the Gospel of Luke in gold majuscules.
The design consists of six widely spaced roundels located in the four corners and the center of the frame,
top and bottom. The corner roundels contain palmettes, those in the center eight-pointed rosettes. Between the roundels is a plaitwork design of short
strands of red, green, blue, and rose. The outer and
inner borders of the rectangles are red with a white
wave design on them. The baseline does not project
from the bottom left of the rectangle, but is raised
slightly to clear the top of the letter E; it is painted
rose, not red, and supports two leafy stems facing out
to the left.
The initial E (4.0 cm) includes pink flowers.
Fol. 144v: Strip for the verses for John (1.1  11.0
cm). The strip, blue with a red border, is painted with
a design of heart shapes similar to those on the canon
table bases. The upper row is highlighted in light
green and the lower in white.
Fol. 146r: Strip for the chapter titles of the Gospel of
John (1.2  11.1 cm). The strip is like that on fol.
144v, except that the highlight colors are reversed.
Fol. 147r: Headpiece for the beginning of the Gospel
of John (5.7 [max. 7.0]  12.4 cm). The rectangle of
ornament encloses a smaller rectangle that contains
the gospel’s title in gold majuscules. The design is a
sequence of roundels alternating with trilobe palmettes, which grow from the curving stem that connects the roundels at their base. Inside each roundel
is a palmette, and growing from its upper rim is a
pair of wavy tendrils. The roundels on the side of the
frame are connected with stiff diagonal stems. The
roundels in the four corners contain more windblown palmettes with some deep rose leaves, and additional leaves are attached to these roundels. There
are red rings at many of the junctions, and pale buds
attached to many of the forms. The baseline again
stops in a spur at the left to accommodate the initial
and resumes at a slightly higher level. The frames of
the rectangles are red with a wavy white design on
them.
The initial E (1.7 cm) is small and round, probably
drawn with a compass. There is a sketch of an outstretched hand, which blesses toward the first letters
of the text.
Fol. 186r: Colored strip for the beginning of the
synaxarion tables and readings (0.6  11.0 cm). A
narrow blue strip with a pared-down egg-and-dart design on it, framed in red.

BINDING

Red velvet over 23.0  17.0 cm wooden boards (0.9
cm thick) with flat edges, perhaps dating from the
mid-16th century. Unsupported link stitch. End
bands with secondary sewing in a chevron pattern
sewn in red, green, and tan silk with a crowning
bead. Both covers have the remnants of a blind-embossed leather covering formerly glued on top of the
velvet. In addition, impressions and nail holes provide evidence that there was formerly an applied
metal crucifix (15.4  12.8 cm) in the middle of the
back cover (Fig. 238). It was flanked at the corners by
four round plaques, almost certainly depicting the
evangelists Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John; a round
plaque at the bottom, perhaps depicting John and the
Virgin; and four round bosses. The combination of
red velvet and silver plaques is similar to New York,
Morgan Library and Museum, MS. M.340, a 14thcentury Gospel book owned by John Sklabos of Crete
in 1554–55. See N. Kavrus-Hoffmann, “Catalogue of
Greek Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts in the
Collections of the United States of America. Part
IV.1: The Morgan Library and Museum,” Manuscripta 52.1 (2008), pp. 71–85, esp. 82–83.
The fore-edge of the front board has two holes for
pins intended to catch rings attached to straps anchored in the back cover. The manuscript is sewn on
four cords. End bands have secondary sewing in red
and green silk.

PROVENANCE

The early provenance of Scheide M 70 is unknown.
By 1897, the manuscript was in the library of the
Anastasis church in Jerusalem (numbered Anastaseos 14), where it was examined by Athanasios Papadopoulos-Kerameus (ÔIerosolumitikh; biblioqhvkh, vol.
3 [1897], pp. 213–214). It was still in the Anastasis library on 14 June 1906, when it was examined by Caspar René Gregory (Textkritik, p. 1141 no. 1357). At
some date between 1906 and 1910, the manuscript
was transferred to the library of the monastery of
Abraham in Jerusalem (where it was number 59)
along with other manuscripts from the Anastasis
church. (Papadopoulos-Kerameus examined it at the
monastery of Abraham before he returned to Russia
in 1910: ÔIerosolumitikh; biblioqhvkh, vol. 5 [1915], p.
425.) According to Meta Harrsen, “Catalogue of the
Manuscripts and Documents in the Private Library
of William H. Scheide on Deposit in the Princeton
University Library” (unpublished typescript in the
Department of Rare Books and Special Collections,
Princeton University Library), in 1934 the manuscript was no longer in the monastery of Abraham,
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and it was then mentioned in an antiquarian book
catalogue of the Libreria Antiquaria Leo S. Olschki,
Florence (no. 8370). It was listed in a Sotheby’s (London) catalogue for a sale beginning on 29 June 1938
(below) as being consigned by “a Greek living in Salonika.” Purchased at this sale for John Hinsdale
Scheide (1875–1942), Princeton University Class of
1896, by the antiquarian bookseller Maggs Bros.,
London.
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Funeral Service in Greek and Arabic
11th–12th Centuries
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1. Fols. 1r–3v: e[t i deovm eqa uJp e;r tou` ajeimnh;s t (sic)
th;n yuch;n tou` douvlou sou: tond<e>: h] th`~ douvlh~. Funeral service. Only the last part of the text survives,
with two prayers: ÔO qeo;~ tw`n pneumavt wn kai; pavsh~
sarko;~ (Christodoulou, vol. 1, p. 651; Goar, p. 424)
and Criste; oJ qeo;~ hJ mw`n oJ prolabw`n th;n yuch;n tou`
douvlou sou. The text ends oJ qeo;~ makarivs oi kai; ajn a-

pauvsei pa`sa yuch;n cristianw`n ojrqodovxwn.
2. Fols. 3v–36r: ”Hco~ provt o~. Kanw`n nekrwvs ima oJdh;n
ejp i;nhvkion a[s<wmen>. ÔWdh;n ejp itavfion: deu`t e sumfwvno~ cristw` prosenevgkwmen. Funeral kanon in the
first mode. Between the sixth and seventh odes,
kathismata (ajn apauson swthr hmwn [Christodoulou,
vol. 1, p. 555; Goar, pp. 426, 451], ajlhqw`~ mataiovt h~
ta; suvmpanta [Christodoulou, vol. 1, p. 554; Goar, pp.
426, 456–457]) and kontakion (Christodoulou, vol. 1,
p. 668; Goar, p. 427); only four oikoi: Meta; tw`n aJg ivwn,
Aujt o;~ movno~ uJpavrcei~, ΔAnastavnte~ ou\n pavnte~, and
Panagiva parqevne ajnuvmfeute, followed by an exaposteilarion (fol. 21v: ÔO tw`n nekrw`n kai; zwvntwn ejxousiavzwn oJ~ qeo;~ ajnavpauson [Christodoulou, vol. 1, p. 606]),
theotokion (fol. 22r: ÔO glukasmo;~ ajggevlwn tw`n qli-

bomevnwn hJ ejlpi;~ [ÔWrolovg ion 1876, p. 54]), trisagion
readings with prokeimena (fols. 22v–23r: Rom. 14:6–
9 [ms. Corinthians] and John 5:24–30 [Christodoulou,
vol. 1, pp. 308–309]), nekrosima troparia in different
modes (fols. 25v–30v: Pneumatikoi; ajd elfoi; mhv mou
ejp ilavq esqai [Eujcolovg ion (Rome), p. 288], ΔEn th`
frikth` parousiva sou criste [Triwv/dion, p. 804], Oujdei;~ prostrevcwn ejp i soi; kathscumevno~, Deu`t e teleutaivwn ajs pasmo;n [Christodoulou, vol. 1, p. 564], Poi\o~
cwrismo;~ oJ ajd elfo;~ poi\o~ kopeto;~ [Christodoulou,
vol. 1, p. 611], Pavntwn prostateuvei~ ajgaqh;, “Aggelon
eijrhvnhn ajrchv mou dwvrhsai, Dia; tou` staurou` qavn ato~
levlute: kai; oujk e[s tin), prayers (same as fols. 1r–3v),
stichera, kontakion (fols. 33r–35v: Meta; pneumavt wn
dikaivwn [Christodoulou, vol. 1, p. 589], Eij~ th;n katavpausivn sou kuvrie [Christodoulou, vol. 1, p. 567], Su;
ei\ oJ qeo;~ hJ mw`n oJ kataba;~ [Christodoulou, vol. 1, p.
619], “Econtev~ se qeotovke ejlpivda [Eujcolovg ion
(Rome), p. 467], Meta; tw`n aJg ivwn ajn avpauson [Christodoulou, vol. 1, p. 589], Mnhvs qhti kuvrie wJ~ ajgaqo;~ tw`n
douvlwn sou [Christodoulou, vol. 1, p. 591], Mhvt hr
aJg iva tou` ajcravntou fwto;~ [Christodoulou, vol. 1, p.
590]), and, finally, short prayers, the same as those on
fol. 1r.
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226. Scheide M 70, fol. 5v. Canon table 1
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227. Scheide M 70, fol. 6r. Canon table 2
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228. Scheide M 70, fol. 6v. Canon table 3
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229. Scheide M 70, fol. 7r. Canon table 4
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230. Scheide M 70, fol. 7v. Canon table 5
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231. Scheide M 70, fol. 8r. Canon table 6
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232. Scheide M 70, fol. 8v. Canon table 7
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233. Scheide M 70, fol. 9r. Canon table 8
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234. Scheide M 70, fol. 9v. Canon table 9
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235. Scheide M 70, fol. 10r. Canon table 10
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237. Scheide M 70, fol. 59r. Headpiece for the beginning of the Gospel of Mark
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236. Scheide M 70, fol. 12r. Headpiece for the beginning of the Gospel of Matthew
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239. Scheide M 141, fol. 38r. Funeral kanon for monks
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238. Scheide M 70, back cover
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